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ABSTRACT
We determine Faraday rotations and measure the optical reflection and transmission from magneto-optical Cd1−xMnxTe crystals with various
stoichiometric ratios. For wavelengths between 675 and 1025 nm, we derive Verdet constants, optical loss coefficients, and the complex
indices of reflection that are relevant measures to find suitable stoichiometric ratios of Cd1−xMnxTe for the realization of miniaturized optical
isolators. By reflection and transmission measurements, we determine the stoichiometric ratios of several different Cd1−xMnxTe crystals and
discuss the observed dependence of the optical properties on the stoichiometric ratio with respect to their use in optical isolators. Finally, we
show the relevant figure of merit, i.e., the ratio of Verdet constants and optical loss coefficients for Cd1−xMnxTe crystals with Mn contents
ranging from x = 0.14 to x = 0.50.

© 2023 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0130535

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to a wide field of possible applications such as opti-
cal clocks, atom-interferometry-based accelerometers, or (coherent)
free-space laser communication, the demand for very compact laser
systems increased in the last decade.1–3 Small form factors can
be realized with diode laser-based approaches covering a wave-
length range from 237 nm (AlGaN) up to several μm (GaSb)4–8

when III–V semiconducting materials are used. However, appli-
cations like strontium-based optical clocks9,10 or the preparation
of Bose–Einstein–Condensates in microgravity1,2 only require a
smaller wavelength range that can be addressed by GaAs-based laser
diodes (626–1128 nm).11–14

One indispensable component for the reliable operation of
a diode-based laser is an optical isolator that protects the laser
against optical feedback. Commercially available miniaturized opti-
cal isolators, based on the Faraday effect, are only suitable for the
wavelength ranges of 770–810 nm and 1040–1090 nm or are only
available for discrete wavelengths such as 852, 690, or 633 nm,

thus limiting the use of GaAs-based lasers for the state-of-the-art
applications.15–18 The availability of miniaturized optical isolators
with volumes smaller than 1 ml is even more limited. Up to today,
miniaturized optical isolators especially for shorter wavelengths are
still commercially not available. The reason is mainly the lack of
a proper magneto-optical material with a sufficiently large Verdet
constant and/or of magnets with a sufficiently large remanence field.
Consequently, Faraday rotations of 45○ necessary to realize an opti-
cal isolator cannot be realized in a miniature setup based on readily
available materials.19,20

One possible magneto-optical material suitable to fill this gap is
Cd1−xMnxTe.21–23 By a defined addition of manganese to CdTe, both
the bandgap and the wavelength-dependent Verdet constant can be
tuned within a range of 1.5–2.2 eV (827–564 nm), limited by a dom-
inant Mn++ intra-ion transition for higher photon energies.21,22,24–26

Hence, the addition of Mn principally allows for the optimization of
the alloy to a specific wavelength.

Although the Verdet constants for some stoichiometric ratios
of Cd1−xMnxTe and some wavelengths are given in the literature, a
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detailed and extensive analysis of both, Verdet constants and optical
loss coefficients, is still not available. However, an assessment of both
quantities is a necessity to decide if Cd1−xMnxTe with a proper stoi-
chiometric ratio can be used to realize miniaturized optical isolators
for a required wavelength.

In this article, we experimentally determine the Verdet con-
stants and optical loss coefficients for four stoichiometric ratios
of Cd1−xMnxTe: x = 0.14, x = 0.25, x = 0.43, and x = 0.5 between
675 and 1025 nm. From reflection/transmission measurements,
we derive the wavelength-dependent complex index of refraction
n = n − iκ, i.e., the index of refraction n and the extinction coeffi-
cient κ for all crystals. Furthermore, we determine the absorption
edges of several Cd1−xMnxTe crystals with nominal Mn contents
of 14% and 25% and derive the corresponding stoichiometric ratios
differing significantly from their nominal values given by the manu-
facturer. We discuss these discrepancies and relate this aspect to the
characteristics of the crystal growing process. We show the relevant
figure of merit, i.e., the ratio of Verdet constant and optical loss coef-
ficient, and calculate crystal-induced optical losses between 675 and
1025 nm when Cd1−xMnxTe crystals are used as a Faraday rotator in
a miniaturized optical isolator.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Eleven Cd1−xMnxTe crystals have been procured from Inter-

national Crystals Laboratories with dimensions smaller than
1.8 × 1.8 × 2.0 mm3. For all of the crystals, the front and rear facets
are polished with optical quality. Four of them (2× Cd0.86Mn0.14Te
and 2× Cd0.75Mn0.25Te) are anti-reflection coated for 770–960 and
780 nm, respectively. A list of the measured crystals can be seen in
Table I.

The optical measurements were conducted with a Matisse CR
Ti:Sa laser from Sirah. Emitted wavelengths were determined with
absolute accuracies of ±0.1 nm. Laser powers were kept at 30 mW
for all measurements to avoid thermo-optical changes in the optical
response from the crystals and to reduce the influence of non-
linearities of the used power detectors. A collimated beam with a
focal beam diameter (1/e2) of 600 μm was used for all measure-
ments, and each crystal was placed within the Rayleigh range of the
beam. At all times, the ambient temperature was kept at T = 295
± 2 K. Schematics of the experimental setups are shown in Fig. 1.

To extract the normalized reflection/transmission from the
reflection/transmission measurements [Rexp. and Texp. in Fig. 1(a)],

FIG. 1. Schematic setups for measurements of the reflection/transmission values
(a) and the Verdet constants (b) of Cd1−xMnxTe crystals. Red arrows indicate
the propagation direction of the light. PCal., PR, and PT stand for calibration,
reflected, and transmitted power, respectively. Rexp. and Texp. stand for experimen-
tally recorded, reflected and transmitted power both including two contributions
PR1 + PR2 and PT1 + PT2, respectively. PD, PBS, and GTP stand for power
detector, polarizing beamsplitter cube, and Glan–Thompson–Prism, respectively.
B⃗ indicates the direction of the magnetic field inside the magnet. Note that the
scaling does not correspond to the actual sizes of components.

we calibrated two pairs of power detectors (Thorlabs S130C),
namely, PD1 to PD3 and PD2 to PD3 [see Fig. 1(a)]. The cali-
brations are necessary to account for the wavelength-dependent
reflection/transmission ratios of the uncoated wedge, to eliminate
absolute measurement uncertainties, and to account for the different
spectrally dependent sensitivities of different power detectors. The
remaining measuring uncertainty of the normalized reflection and
transmission originates from the power dependence of ±0.5% from
the power detector PD3 [see Fig. 1(a)], resulting in a total measur-
ing uncertainty of ±1%. One pair of calibrated power detectors was
only used for reflection, and one pair was only used for the trans-
mission measurements. With these calibrations, the setup allows for
a simultaneous measurement of the relative transmission and reflec-
tion of the Cd1−xMnxTe crystals as the laser frequency is swept. The
apparatus was set up such that we measure the lumped power of two

TABLE I. An overview of the measured Cd1−xMnxTe crystals with the nominal and experimentally determined Mn concen-
tration and their optical loss coefficients for λ = 800 nm is given. Crystals marked with an asterisk are anti-reflection coated.
Note that the optical loss coefficients also include coating-induced losses. The exp. determined Mn concentrations are derived
from absorption measurements following Ref. 27.

Amount Nom. Mn concentration
Expt. determined Mn

concentration
Optical loss coefficient at

800 nm (mm−1)

2 Cd0.86Mn0.14Te∗ (14% Mn) 15.5% Mn–15.8%Mn 0.164–0.166
2 Cd0.86Mn0.14Te (14% Mn) 16.5% Mn–16.8%Mn 0.118–0.241
3 Cd0.75Mn0.25Te∗ (25% Mn) ∼21% Mn 0.111–0.117
2 Cd0.57Mn0.43Te (43% Mn) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0.128–0.226
2 Cd0.50Mn0.50Te (50% Mn) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0.169–0.171
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beams reflected from the crystals [PR1 and PR2 in Fig. 1(a)] and two
beams transmitted through the crystals [PT1 and PT2 in Fig. 1(a)].
Each crystal was tilted with respect to the incident beam such that
the angle of incidence (AOI) is 30○ with respect to the geometri-
cal axis of the crystal. This ensures that the multiple beams that
are created by multiple reflections at the facets are spatially sepa-
rated but are not clipped, and interference on the power detector is
avoided.

For the measurement of the Verdet constants, the crystals were
placed into a magnet with a known magnetic field. The combination
of crystal length, its position, and the specific field of the magnet
results in an integrated field of ∫ Leff.

0 dz Bz(z) ≈ −0.85 T mm, where
Leff. is the effective optical length and z is the propagation direc-
tion of the beam within the analyzed crystals. For each crystal, the
(wavelength-dependent) integrated field was calculated individually.
The Faraday rotation was measured with a Glan–Thompson–Prism
(GTP) mounted in a rotation stage between rotation angles of 0○

and 720○ for each run. Resulting intensity graphs were then fitted
with sin2(Θ) functions. In the first run, a calibration measurement
without a crystal was calculated to obtain the offset angle of the GTP
with respect to the input polarizing beamsplitter cube (PBS). All fol-
lowing measurements of the Faraday rotation are referenced to that
offset angle, see Fig. 2(a).

III. RESULTS

A. Verdet constants
From the measured Faraday rotations Θ(λ), we derive the

wavelength-dependent Verdet constants via

V(λ) = Θ(λ)
∫ Leff.(λ)

0 dzBz( z)
, (1)

as shown in Fig. 2(a). One should note that the tilting angle of the
crystals [compare Fig. 1(b)] leads to a reduction of the effective prop-
agation length of the beam along the magnetic field lines inside the
magnet. We have calculated the effective length via

Leff.(λ) = L ⋅ cos[AOI − β( n(λ))]
cos[β( n(λ))] , (2)

where AOI denotes the angle of incidence onto the facet, β(n) is
the angle of refraction, and L is the length of the crystal. Values
for the refractive index are taken from Ref. 27. The experimentally
determined refractive indices from the reflection and transmission
measurements were not used for the calculation of Leff. as they
deviate from the literature values (discussed in Sec. III B). Fur-
thermore, it should be noted that we measure the optical power
of two transmitted beams: The directly transmitted beam and a
second beam generated by two consecutive reflections: first at the
rear facet and then at the front facet. The latter exhibits three
times the Faraday rotation compared to the direct path, thus
exhibiting a different rotation. However, its power in the case of
Cd0.57Mn0.43Te and Cd0.50Mn0.50Te ranges between 0.5% and 2%,
and for Cd0.86Mn0.14Te, its power is in the range of 2%. For the
coated crystals, the relative power is even smaller by two orders of
magnitudes. Hence, the optical power of beams created by parasitic
reflections at the facets can be neglected.

In accordance with former findings reported in the
literature,22–24,26,28 we observe the Verdet constants with a
negative sign for the investigated wavelengths. The Mn content
in the analyzed crystals (14%–50%) causes a pronounced sp–d
exchange interaction that leads to an enhanced spin splitting of
electronic states close to the band edges when applied to a magnetic
field.21,22 The resulting enhanced Zeeman splitting dominates
over the intrinsic g-factors of charge carriers in the valence and

FIG. 2. (a) The Faraday rotation observed for a Cd0.75Mn0.25Te crystal (L = 1.7 mm) for λ = 715 nm is shown. The magneto-optic effect together with the magnetic field
orientation, as indicated in Fig. 1(b), causes a polarization rotation of Θ = −170○ in reference to a measurement without a Cd1−xMnxTe crystal. Note that Cd1−xMnxTe
has a negative Verdet constant and, thus, causes a negative Faraday rotation in the experimental setup, as shown in Fig. 1(b). (b) The wavelength-dependent Verdet
constants of different crystals with different stoichiometric ratios are plotted. Note that the ratios given are those communicated from the manufacturer and deviate from the
experimentally determined ratios. Crystals denoted with an asterisk are anti-reflection coated. The ambient temperature is T = 295 ± 2 K.
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conduction bands and induces a large circular birefringence
that is responsible for the large Faraday rotation with a negative
sign.21,22 The effect scales with the photon energies in a way that
the circular birefringence and, therefore, the absolute value of the
Verdet constants increase when the photon energies approach
the bandgap energy. For Cd0.86Mn0.14Te and Cd0.75Mn0.25Te, we
find the Verdet constants of several hundred ○/T mm close to the
band edges [Fig. 2(b)]. The largest absolute values of the Verdet
constant have been measured for Cd0.75Mn0.25Te as the Mn-induced
sp–d interaction; therefore, the Zeeman splitting is larger than for
Cd0.86Mn0.14Te.21,22

We also find that the Verdet constants of nominally identical
crystals differ. For the design of an optical isolator, this aspect is very
important and is discussed at the end of Sec. III B.

B. Optical loss coefficient, complex refractive index,
and stoichiometric ratio

To obtain the optical loss coefficients of single Cd1−xMnxTe
crystals, we performed reflection and transmission measurements
for a wavelength range of 675–1025 nm. An example of the result
of such a measurement for two polished crystals (Cd0.86Mn0.14Te
and Cd0.57Mn0.43Te) is shown in Fig. 3(a). Data of the remain-
ing crystals can be found in the supplementary material. Note
that the transmission and reflection values contain contributions
from both direct reflections/transmissions and contributions, which

arise due to parasitic reflections at the facets as already described
above.

From the experimentally obtained reflection and transmission
[Rexp., Texp. in Fig. 1(b)], we calculate the normalized transmission
and reflection (as shown in Fig. 3) and derive the reflectance R
and optical loss coefficients α′ numerically by solving the following
system of equations:

Rexp.
normalized = P0 ⋅ [R + (1 − R)2 ⋅ R ⋅ e−2α′ ⋅L′(n)], (3)

Texp.
normalized = P0 ⋅ [(1 − R)2 ⋅ e−α′ ⋅L′(n) + (1 − R)2 ⋅ R2 ⋅ e−3α′ ⋅L′(n)],

(4)

where the first summand in each outer parenthesis accounts for
the direct reflection/transmission paths [corresponding to PR1 and
PT1 in Fig. 1(a)], and the second summand accounts for reflec-
tion/transmission paths with internal reflections [PR2 and PT2
in Fig. 1(a)]. The optical path length L′(n) inside the crystals
depends on the angle of incidence (AOI = 30○) and the refrac-
tive index n according to: L′ = L ⋅

√
1 + (sin(30○ ⋅ nCdMnTe

nAir
))2. The

optical path lengths were calculated individually for each stoichio-
metric ratio and wavelength with refractive indices taken from
Ref. 27. The values of the optical loss coefficient α′ are given in
Figs. 3(b) and 3(c).

FIG. 3. (a) Normalized, wavelength-dependent reflection and transmission graphs for an angle of incidence of 30○ are shown for Cd1−xMnxTe with x = 0.14 and x = 0.43,
respectively. (b) and (c) Wavelength-dependent optical loss coefficients for Cd1−xMnxTe crystals with four different stoichiometric ratios are plotted. (d) The square of the
optical loss coefficient (α′

2
) is plotted as a function of the photon energy (top x axis). With a linear regression, one can find the stoichiometric ratio of the analyzed crystals.

Values at the bottom x axis are converted from the photon energies as given on the top x axis following Ref. 27. Note that the stoichiometric ratios given in the legend
correspond to values provided by the manufacturer and deviate from the experimentally determined ratios. Crystals denoted with an asterisk are anti-reflection coated.
Experimental reflection and transmission data of one Cd0.86Mn0.14Te crystal in (c) (bold, denoted with a circled cross) are used to determine the complex refractive index,
as shown in Fig. 4. The ambient temperature is T = 295 ± 2 K. Lines are a guide to the eye.
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It should be noted that we solve Eqs. (3) and (4) under the
assumption that the reflectivities at the front and rear facets of the
crystals are equal. In particular, this is not the case as the growth
process of Cd1−xMnxTe crystals leads to a Mn-gradient between
the first-to-freeze and the end-to-freeze region of a few 0.1% over
centimeters.29–31 Differences of the Fresnel reflectivities resulting
from this gradient are on the order of only ≈10−5 and hence can
be neglected.27 It is further important to note that experimentally
obtained Verdet constants and loss coefficients constitute values
that are averaged over the volume of the crystals, sampled by the
optical beam. Therefore, the Mn-gradient within the crystals limits
the experimental sensitivity to an (over the volume of the ana-
lyzed crystals) averaged Verdet constant and an averaged optical loss
coefficient.

For the uncoated crystals, we observe smaller optical loss coeffi-
cients for longer wavelengths with values in the range of 0.25 mm−1

and less, see Fig. 3(c). In contrast, the optical loss coefficients for
the coated crystals increase for larger wavelengths, see Fig. 3(b). We
attribute this finding to additional losses introduced by the anti-
reflection coating. Variations of the loss coefficients can be explained
by Te inclusions that constitute scattering centers in the bulk mate-
rial. They differ with respect to their amount and size and cause
variations independent from the actual bandgap.32–34 It is important
to note that different origins of optical losses cannot be separated
by the conducted measurements. As mentioned above, optical losses
can occur due to coating-induced losses, scattering at Te inclusions,
and the bulk absorption from Cd1−xMnxTe.

To get more insights into the optical properties of the ana-
lyzed crystals, we deduce the complex refractive index, i.e., n and
κ from the reflection/transmission measurements carried out on the
uncoated crystals. To that end, we have solved the equation system
consisting of Eqs. (3) and (4) with the substitutions

α = 4πκ
λ

, (5)

R =
RRRRRRRRRRRRRR

(n + iκ) cos(AOI) −
√
(n+iκ)2−sin (AOI)2

(n+iκ)

(n + iκ) cos(AOI) +
√
(n+iκ)2−sin (AOI)2

(n+iκ)

RRRRRRRRRRRRRR

2

, (6)

where α denotes the bulk optical absorption. We have only solved
the equations for the uncoated crystals; otherwise, the deduction of
n and κ would lead to odd values. Values obtained for n and κ are
shown for one crystal (Cd0.86Mn0.14Te) as an example in Fig. 4.

Only for this specific crystal sample, we find good agreement
between the experimentally determined wavelength-dependent
refractive index and values given in the literature27 (see also supple-
mentary material). It is important to note that this crystal exhibits
the lowest optical loss coefficient α′ among all other crystals (Fig. 3).
The observed agreement is explained as follows: The physical model
behind the absorption coefficient α [Eq. (5)] and the reflectivity R
[Eq. (6)] assumes a homogeneous bulk material, the optical prop-
erties of which can be described by only wavelength-dependent,
complex-valued index of refraction n = n + iκ.

However, for Cd1−xMnxTe crystals, this assumption is not jus-
tified as they often exhibit Te inclusions with large densities of
≅ 104–105 cm−3 and particle sizes between 5 and 20 μm.29,33 The
Te inclusions constitute scattering centers that alter the measured

FIG. 4. Experimentally determined wavelength-dependent refractive index n and
extinction coefficient κ for one Cd0.86Mn0.14Te crystal sample are shown. The spe-
cific crystal exhibits the lowest optical losses and is denoted in bold letters in
Fig. 3(c). For comparison, the refractive indices calculated27 for Cd0.860Mn0.140Te
and Cd0.831Mn0.169Te are plotted that correspond to the crystals with the nominal
and the experimentally determined stoichiometric ratios, respectively. The ambient
temperature was T = 295 ± 2 K.

transmission and reflection in comparison to Cd1−xMnxTe free of
Te inclusions in a way that cannot be described by n and κ only.
We observe the largest deviations of the measured refractive index
n and corresponding values from the literature27 for those crys-
tals that show the highest optical losses and vice versa (see also
supplementary material).

Following that argumentation, the conducted measurements
indicate that, due to the good agreement of the experimentally deter-
mined refractive index and values from the literature,27 the optical
loss of the specific Cd0.86Mn0.14Te crystal, as shown in Fig. 4, is rather
caused by the bulk absorption than by scattering at Te inclusions.
Moreover, the good agreement and the low optical loss coefficient
might also indicate that the intrinsic absorption level for that specific
crystal is reached, exhibiting ≤0.1 mm−1 in the transparent regime
[see Fig. 3(c)].

To assess the accuracy of the stoichiometric ratios provided by
the supplier, we have also determined the stoichiometric ratios of
the available samples from our measurement data. We assume that
the optical loss α′ for photon energies very close to the bandgap is
dominated by the intrinsic absorption α rather than by scattering at
Te inclusions, i.e., α ≈ α′. The bandgap energy can then be derived
from the spectrally resolved loss coefficients α′ [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]
when proper models for the dependence of the bandgap energy on
photon energy are applied.21,35

Cd1−xMnxTe is a direct semiconductor in which the optical
absorption α follows a square root gradient dependence as a func-
tion of the photon energy.21,35 Thus, by plotting the square of the
optical loss coefficients α′, one can fit the experimentally determined
absorption coefficient with a linear regression of the transmission
decay, as shown in Fig. 3(d).35 The lower x axis in Fig. 3(d) can be
used to directly read off the Mn content from the analyzed crystals
and is scaled according to Ref. 28. There are also other expressions
on how the Mn content changes the bandgap of diluted Cd1−xMnxTe
to be found in the literature.36,37 The different models predict
slightly different Mn contents of x ≈ 0.12–0.14 (Cd0.86Mn0.14Te) and
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x ≈ 0.178 (Cd0.75Mn0.25Te)36 as well as Mn contents of x ≈ 0.105
–0.115 (Cd0.86Mn0.14Te) and x ≈ 0.16 (Cd0.75Mn0.25Te)37 with the
nominal stoichiometric ratios provided by the manufacturer given
in parenthesis. Five different measurements of the transmission and
reflection for one Cd0.86Mn0.14Te crystal showed that the band edges
could be determined within an energy range of ΔE ≈ 10 meV that
corresponds to a range of Mn content Δx ≈ 0.005.

We can make two observations: (i) Experimentally determined
stoichiometric ratios deviate from the nominal ones by several per-
centage points. (ii)Mn content variations of several 0.5% points can
be found for crystals nominally exhibiting identical stoichiometric
ratios.

All observations can be related to growth-induced axial and
lateral Mn gradients in Cd1−xMnxTe ingots caused by the Mn seg-
regation coefficient being less than a unit.29–31 Hence, even crystals
taken from the same ingot will exhibit slightly different Mn contents
and, therefore, display slightly different optical and magneto-optical
properties.

For the design of an optical isolator, the knowledge of the exact
Mn content is crucial. The selection of the optimum Mn content
results from a trade-off between maximizing the Verdet constant
and minimizing the transmission loss. As a result of this optimiza-
tion, the photon energy at the operating wavelength typically is close
to the bandgap energy. Hence, even small variations of the Mn con-
tent may strongly affect the loss coefficient as well as the Verdet
constant.

C. Figure of merit
The knowledge of both the Verdet constant and the opti-

cal loss coefficient can be used to evaluate the ratio V(λ)/α′(λ),
which provides a figure of merit suitable to describe the optical and
magneto-optical performance of a given crystal as a Faraday rotator.
This figure of merit is given in Fig. 5(a).

For all stoichiometric ratios, the absolute values of the figure
of merit increase when photon energies approach the bandgap and
decrease quickly when the bulk absorption begins. The highest
absolute values close to 1000 ○/T are reached for Cd0.75Mn0.25Te.
Experimentally observed variations of the figure of merit for crys-
tals with nominally identical stoichiometric ratios originate from
variations in the optical loss coefficients rather than from changes
in the Verdet constants. Following the argumentation given above,
the dashed line in Fig. 5(a) corresponds to the figure of merit of
Cd0.86Mn0.14Te (14% nominal Mn content) crystals with negligible
Te inclusions.

In comparison to other common magneto-optical materi-
als such as TGG (Terbium Gallium Garnet) or TSAG (Terbium
Scandium Aluminum Garnet), the absolute values observed for
the Cd1−xMnxTe samples are at least one order of magnitude
smaller.38–40 Due to the comparably small Verdet constants of TGG
and TSAG, these magneto-optical materials are, however, unsuitable
for very compact optical isolators.

Crystal lengths of Cd1−xMnxTe required for the fabrication of
miniaturized optical isolators are shown in Fig. 5(b). Lengths were
calculated for a Faraday rotation of Θ = 45○ and a magnetic field
of 0.55 T. The latter can be reached with FeNdB magnets exhibit-
ing volumes below 0.5 cm3. For each wavelength-dependent crystal
length, a corresponding optical loss is given. Assuming a tolera-
ble optical loss of 1.5 dB (≈29.2%), a wavelength range from 675
to 925 nm can be covered with Cd1−xMnxTe crystals exhibiting
Mn contents between 14% and 50% Te. In case, a higher loss of
3 dB (≈50.1%) is accepted, the wavelength range between 675 and
1025 nm can be covered.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we reported the Verdet constants and the optical

loss coefficients for various Cd1−xMnxTe crystals with Mn contents

FIG. 5. (a) The wavelength-dependent figure of merit [V(λ)/α′(λ)] for four stoichiometric ratios of Cd1−xMnxTe is shown. The Cd0.86Mn0.14Te crystal denoted with a
dashed line exhibits the lowest optical losses among all analyzed crystals. Experimentally obtained values for n and κ can be found in Fig. 4. (b) Crystal-induced optical
losses for Cd1−xMnxTe crystal lengths necessary to reach a Faraday rotation of Θ = 45○ for many wavelengths are shown. The considered magnetic field of B = 0.55 T
can be reached by a magnet with a volume smaller than 0.5 cm3. Crystals denoted with an asterisk are anti-reflection coated. All lines are a guide to the eye. The ambient
temperature is T = 295 ± 2 K.
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of 14%, 25%, 43%, and 50% for a wavelength range between 675 and
1025 nm. Depending on the Mn content, we find the Verdet con-
stants of several hundred negative ○/T mm close to the band edges.
At wavelengths with photon energies below the bandgap energies,
the Verdet constants are fairly independent of wavelength and Mn
contents. The same is found for the optical loss coefficients exhibit-
ing 0.05–0.25 mm−1. Any potential dependence of the optical loss
coefficient on the Mn content is masked by variations of the opti-
cal loss coefficient due to Te inclusions, which vary considerably
between different samples. For one of the Cd0.86Mn0.14Te crystal
samples, we experimentally determine an optical loss coefficient
of only 0.07–0.1 mm−1. For this crystal, we find the wavelength-
dependent refractive index n and extinction coefficient κ to be
in good agreement with values reported in the literature. This
finding is consistent with assuming that this specific sample, in
contrast to the other samples that we investigated, exhibits very
small scattering induced by Te inclusions. Hence, the loss coefficient
determined for this sample reflects the unavoidable bulk loss for
Cd0.86Mn0.14Te.

From both the Verdet constant and the optical loss coeffi-
cient, we determine the figure of merit for all Cd1−xMnxTe crystals
between 675 and 1025 nm and report values of close to −1000○/T
for Cd0.75Mn0.25Te around 720 nm. Based on our data, we deter-
mine the optical losses of the bulk material for crystals that provide
45○ of Faraday rotation as a requirement for the use in miniaturized
optical isolators with volumes of 0.5 mm3. Assuming an acceptable
loss of 1.5 dB (≈29.2%), a wavelength range of 675 up to 925 nm
can be covered with crystals that feature a Mn content between 14%
and 50%. Hence, we conclude that Cd1−xMnxTe is a magneto-optical
material with great potential for compact lasers based on GaAs
laser diodes.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for the normalized, wavelength-
dependent transmission and reflection data and the derived val-
ues of the wavelength-dependent refractive index n and extinction
coefficient κ from the investigated Cd1−xMnxTe crystals.
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